Integrated Inquiry:
Three-Act STEM Tasks
Grab a piece of paper and writing utensil. We’ll begin shortly.

Lindsey Herlehy, NBCT

Act 1

What do you notice?
What do you wonder?

What
Whatdo
doyou
youwonder?
notice?
Please type your comment in the chat.

What is the main problem
that we want answered?
How high off the ground will the red cart be at
the end of the ride?

Estimate the solution to the main problem.

Too Low estimate

Too High estimate

Place your just right estimate along the number line. Be sure to label!

Act 2

Solve.
(And check out this or this)

5 4 3 2 1

Problem Solving Strategies
Position From Ground (ft)

Time
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9

1:00
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00:00

Act 3

What other questions could we investigate?

Please type your comment in the chat.

How do these two problems differ?
Student Experience

Real-World Application

Inquiry

Inquiry-based learning experiences are those which promote analytic thinking, knowledge
generation and application, and construction of meaning through mindful investigation driven by
compelling questions that have engaged, or have the potential of engaging, the learner’s
curiosity.”

Act 1
“Introduces the central conflict of
your story clearly, visually and
viscerally, using as few words as
possible.”

• Notice and Wonder
• Engage in “Goldilocks
guessing”
• Collect data and invite all
learners to participate

Act 2
“The student overcomes
obstacles, looks for resources
and develops new tools.”

• Investigate the constraints
and requirements of the
problem
• “Mess” with the problem

• Identify and collect
valuable information
needed to solve

Act 3
“Resolve the conflict and set up
a sequel or extension.”
•

•

Evaluate the reasonableness
of the answer and sources of
error

•

How long should a ride last so the person ends at the bottom for
an easy exit?

•

If the ferris wheel spun backwards, how would that change your
periodic function and your calculation?

•

•

Where else would periodic functions make sense as a model?

Formalize the content

Reflect on the skills needed
to solve the problem
•

Investigate additional
questions and concepts

Applications of physics include Newton’s second law of motion,
centripetal force and acceleration.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1jXSt_CoDzyDFeJimZxnhgwOVsWkTQEsfqouLWNNC6Z4/pub?output=html

Middle School
Rates, Ratios and Proportions

Pythagorean Theorem

Linear Functions

Area and Circumference of A Circle

Algebra

Geometry

Building functions

Expressing geometric properties with functions

Pre-Calc

Statistics

Trigonometric functions

Interpreting categorical and quantitative data

To download all
materials from this
session, please
select the

Download
Session Materials
button on the
presentation page.
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